Abstract. Characterization of successful formulas in Public Announcement Logic (PAL) is a well known open problem in Dynamic Epistemic Logic. Recently, Holliday and ICard have given a complete characterization for the single agent case in [6] . However, the problem for the multi-agent case is open. This paper gives a partial solution to the problem, characterizing the subclass of the language consisting of unary operators, and discusses methods to give a complete solution.
Introduction
The logic of Public Announcements is the simplest form of S5 dynamic epistemic logic, augmenting standard epistemic logic with public announcement operator. It was formulated and axiomatised without the common knowledge operator by Plaza in [8] . The axiomatisation of Public announcement logic (PAL) with the common knowledge operator was given by Baltag, Moss and Solecki [3] . In the same paper, the authors show that PAL is not strongly complete because of infinitary nature of the common knowledge operator. For a detailed account on PAL, one can refer to [13] .
The notion of a successful update was given by Gebrandy [4] and van Ditmarsch [12] . The formulas which remain true after being announced are called successful formulas. An interesting open problem in PAL is the syntactic characterization of successful formulas [10, 11, 9, 4, 13, 14, 2] . A classic example of a formula which is not successful is the Moore Sentence p∧¬Kp [7] , which can be read as "p is true but you do not know p". The Moore sentences have been analysed by Hintikka in his classical monograph [5] . Their relevance has been extensively studied by van Ditmarsch and Kooi in their paper [14] . Successful formulas have important applications in many security protocols. Together with its practical usefulness, the task of characterizing successful formulas independently presents itself as an interesting mathematical problem.
The aim of this paper is to present a partial solution to the problem for the multi-agent case. Other solutions have been proposed, most notably by Holliday and Icard in their recent paper [6] , where they completely solve the problem for the single agent case. In [6] , it is also shown that for a single agent, the source of failure is Moorean in nature, which implies that unsuccessful formulas contain at least one binary operator. In contrast, for the multi-agent case, formulas with only unary operators can also be unsuccessful. The simplest example of such a formula is K a L b p. The full syntactic characterization of successful formulas in the multi-agent case is a difficult task and not a simple generalization of the single agent case.
We give a characterization for the successful formulas in the fragment L sterm (for multiple agents) which we call single term formulas in our notation. The formulas in L sterm are terms without any binary connectives and are inductively defined as φ := p |¬φ |K i φ where i ∈ I is the set of agents, p ∈ Prop is the the set of propositional letters and K i φ is interpreted as agent i knows φ. We further classify single term formulas into simple single term and compound single term formulas to distinguish between single or multiple occurrences of an epistemic operator E i corresponding to an agent i. We give a few examples to motivate why we need separate analysis for the compound single term formulas. We have also considered the fragment L mterm , where we allow for binary connectives. We present some preliminary results on characterization of conjunctions of single term formulas. We also have some general results which connect the class of successful formulas with other known classes of formulas, such as self refuting formulas [6] . Our work is relevant as it provide insights to the nature and complexity of the problem in hand. The full characterization for the multi-agent case is still open and we briefly discuss possible ways to go about for solving the problem.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we state the preliminaries and previous work. We present our characterization results on single term formulas L sterm in Section 3. In Section 4, we consider the multiple term language L mterm and present the characterization results for conjunctions of L sterm formulas. In Section 5, we present results which shed more light on the properties of successful formulas and their connections with other known classes of formulas. We conclude the paper in Section 5, discussing a possible approach to solve the general problem.
Preliminaries and Previous Work
In this section, we present the syntax and semantics of Public Announcement logic as given in [13] . We also define successful formulas and list the existing results on characterization of successful formulas.
The syntax of PAL (L PAL ) is given as follows:
where p ∈ Prop is the set of propositional letters, K i φ is interpreted as agent i 'knows' φ and Cφ is interpreted as, it is common knowledge that φ. We use the notation [φ]ψ for saying that ψ is true after φ is announced. An epistemic model is given by the triple (W, R i , V ) where W is the set of worlds and R i ⊆ W × W is the accessibility relation between the worlds for each agent i ∈ I, with I being the index set of agents. The map V : Prop → P(W ) is the valuation function specifying which propositional letters are true at a world w ∈ W . Since we restrict ourselves to the S5 case, we can assume that the relations R i , for all agents i ∈ I are equivalence relations. We use R I to denote the reflexive, transitive closure of union of all the relations R i , R I = ( i∈I R i ) * . Given a valuation V , we define the truth of a formula φ in a world w, denoted by M, w |= φ inductively below,
is the restriction of the model to the worlds where φ is true, and is defined as
We use L i φ to denote the dual of K i φ, that is, L i φ = ¬K i ¬φ and it is interpreted as agent i considers it possible that φ. Example 2.1. The Moore sentence p ∧ ¬Kp is a familiar example of an unsuccessful formula. We have the following model to illustrate why it is unsuccessful. Suppose we have two agents Ann and Bob. There is a butterfly on Bob's head but he doesn't know it, although Ann can see the butterfly. Let p denote the sentence "There is a butterfly on Bob's head" which is true at the actual world w 2 . Since Bob does not know if there is a butterfly on his head, he cannot distinguish between the worlds w 1 and w 2 . The models below represent the epistemic situation before and after the announcement. Before the announcement, M, w 2 |= p ∧ ¬K b p. After Ann makes the announcement, "There is a butterfly on your head and you don't know it", the model changes to the one on the right, where Bob now knows that he has a butterfly on his head. The formula p ∧ K b p which is announced, is no longer true in the model on the right at w 2 , and is therefore unsuccessful.
The following result by van Benthem et al. [1, 15] gives an immediate subclass of formulas which are successful. Theorem 2.1. A formula is preserved under sub-models (of all relational models) iff it is equivalent (in K) to a universal formula.
A universal formula in S5 is any formula which can be constructed by p, ∧, ∨ and K. This proves that the following sub-fragment of PAL is successful, which we refer to as L suc
Other than this, [13] also lists individual formulas, for instance ¬K a p, which are successful. The complexity of judging a formula to be successful for multiple agents is shown to be PSPACEcomplete in [6] . In the same paper, a complete characterization for successful and self-refuting formulas for S5 dynamic epistemic logic is also proposed for the single agent case. The authors identify the source of all unsuccessful formulas as being a Moorean-sentence, and all self-refuting formulas as being a Moore-sentence. In addition, they define a super-successful formula as below.
Definition 2.2 (Super-successful formulas).
A formula φ is super-successful iff given any M,
It was shown in [6] that super-successful formulas are closed under disjunction, but in general, successful formulas are not, which is an important result.
Characterization of L sterm
We consider the subclass L sterm of single term formulas in PAL. The formulas in L sterm are inductively defined as φ := p |¬φ |K i φ
Our choice of the subclass is appropriate in the sense that it comprises of a basic language which can be used as a building block for the complete L PAL . We use an operator variable E i to stand for K i or L i in the description of formula forms. A formula involving operators with numeric subscripts has operators of only one type. For instance, K 1 . . . K n φ denotes that there are exactly n, K operators and no L operator. We will work with formulas in negation normal form. We use α, β for denoting propositional formulas (without any epistemic operators) and φ, ψ are used to denote the formulas with epistemic operators.
Definition 3.1 (Single term formula).
A formula in negation normal form is single term, if it is of the form E 1 . . . E n α, where E i is either K i or L i and α is a propositional formula.
We now present the characterization results after the above mentioned notations. It is easy to see that any single term formula E 1 . . . E n α where α is a contradiction or a tautology is a successful formula.
Simple single term formulas
We first give a characterization for a simplified form of the single termed formulas.
Definition 3.2 (Simple single term formula).
A single term formula E 1 . . . E n α is said to be simple if for any agent i ∈ I, where I is the index set for the set of agents, E i occurs at most once in E 1 . . . E n .
We further classify the simple single term formulas into K-simple single term formulas which have only K i as the epistemic operators and L-simple single term formulas which have only L i as the epistemic operators. The characterization of successful formulas is easy to see in both these cases and is given by the following proposition. Proof. The K-simple single term formulas with only K i operators can be seen as a subclass of L suc formulas, which we know are successful from Theorem 2.1. In case of L-simple single term formulas,
It gives us a chain of related worlds w 1 , . . . , w n+1 such that w 1 R 1 w 2 R 2 w 3 . . . w n R n w n+1 and M, w n+1 |= α. We know that the frame is reflexive so L 1 L 2 . . . L n α is true at all the worlds in the chain, and no world is deleted after the public announcement of
We next define formulas which have both L and K epistemic operators and present characterization results for them. 
there is no L operator in the scope of the K 2 operator. We would like to stress the fact that the order of K and L operators in the formula does not make a difference as long as there is an L operator in the scope of some K operator. Proof. In order to prove that KL-simple single termed formulas are unsuccessful, we first observe that for the simple case of 2 agents, the formula K 1 L 2 α is unsuccessful. Consider the following counter-model (for the sake of clarity, we omit the reflexive arrows for each of the agents at every world ) We need to show that M, w 1 |= K 1 L 2 p and M | K1L2p , w 1 |= ¬K 1 L 2 p. It can be easily checked that the formula K 1 L 2 p is true at the worlds w 1 and w 2 but false at w 3 and w 4 . Therefore after the public announcement of the formula K 1 L 2 p, the worlds where the formula is not true get deleted and we get the model on the right. In the updated model M | K1L2p , the formula does not hold at
The above argument for the simple case easily generalizes to any KL-simple single term formula. Consider the KL-simple single term formula K 
It is easy to observe that in general, any LK simple single term formula will have a series of L operators followed by a series of K operators, because of the restriction that we cannot have an L operator in the scope of a K operator. Proof. We first show that the LK-simple single term formula L 1 K 2 α is successful. Suppose, M, w 1 |= L 1 K 2 p which implies ∃ w 2 , such that w 1 R 1 w 2 and M, w 2 |= K 2 p. But since the frame is reflexive, we have w 2 R 1 w 2 and therefore M, w 2 |= L 1 K 2 p. As a result, w 2 ∈ M | L1K2p which would make L 1 K 2 p true at w 1 in M | L1K2p since the relations are preserved under sub-models, thus proving that L 1 K 2 p is successful.
In order to prove that any LK-simple single term formula is successful, we use a similar argument as above. Consider the formula L 1 . . . L m K m+1 . . . K n α which is true at a world
We can repeat the same argument to get a chain of related worlds, w 1 R 1 w 2 R 2 w 3 . . . w m R m w m+1 such that M, w m+1 |= K m+1 . . . K n α. Using reflexivity of R i for all i ∈ I , we can show that all the worlds in the chain w 1 R 1 w 2 R 2 w 3 . . . w m R m w m+1 , will be present in the model after the announcement of the formula L 1 . . . L m K m+1 . . . K n α, since the formula is true in all the worlds connected to w 1 in the chain. Therefore, M | L1...LmKm+1...Knα , w 1 |= L 1 . . . L m K m+1 . . . K n α, proving that LK-simple single term formulas are successful.
A nice property of this class is that all formulas which are successful are also super-successful. Thus, they will be closed under disjunction.
Compound single term formulas
In this section we present characterization results for compound single term formulas where we allow multiple occurrences of an epistemic operator E i within a formula.
Definition 3.5 (Compound single term formulas).
A single termed formula E 1 . . . E n α is said to be compound, if there is at least an agent i ∈ I, where I is the index set for the set of agents, such that E i occurs more than once in the formula.
We generalize the definition of K and L-simple single term formulas to the compound case, as K and L-compound simple term formulas, by allowing multiple occurrences of E i for agents i ∈ I. Proof. The proof for the K-compound single term easily follows from the fact that they form a subclass of L suc which are successful. For L-compound single term formulas, the proof is identical as in the case of simple formulas. Since the frame is reflexive, M, w |= L 1 L 1 α implies M, w |= L 1 α, so any multiple occurrences of epistemic operators occurring together can be reduced to a single occurrence. In case of multiple occurrence of epistemic operators not occurring together, we can use the same argument as in the proof of proposition 3.1.
The definition of the KL-simple single term formulas can be generalized to the setting of compound formulas by allowing multiple occurrences of epistemic operators corresponding to an agent. Unlike the simple formula case, where we have a single characterization result for all the KL-simple single term formulas, Proposition 3.2 does not hold for KL-compound simple term formulas. While we don't have a complete characterization of the KL and LK-compound single term formulas, we present a few examples to show that some of the results for the simple formulas do not generalize to the compound formulas, which motivates separate and more general characterization results. The following proposition shows that the formula K 1 L 2 K 1 p is successful, which would otherwise have been classified as unsuccessful in the simple single term case.
We want to show that M, w 2 |= L 2 K 1 α. Consider an arbitrary w such that w 2 R 1 w . Since w 1 R 1 w 2 , by transitivity we have w 1 R 1 w which makes L 2 K 1 α true at w , and therefore M,
At w 2 , we have M, w 2 |= L 2 K 1 α, which implies ∃w 3 s.t. w 2 R 2 w 3 and M, w 3 |= K 1 α. Now using similar reasoning as above for w 2 , using transitivity of R 1 we can show that M, w 3 |= K 1 L 2 K 1 α. Therefore, both w 2 and w 3 belong to the model M | K1L2K1α , after the announcement of
The generalization of above example to the case where we can have any number of epistemic operators and a characterization result for a sub-class of KL-compound formulas is quite involved and beyond the scope of this paper. Next, we have an example of the formula K 1 K 2 L 1 p, which is unsuccessful as it would have been in the simple formula case, but the counter-model which we used earlier, doesn't suffice for this formula. This shows another deviation from the characterization in case of simple formulas. Proposition 3.6. The compound single term formula
Proof. It is easy to check that the counter-model in Figure 1 does not work for the formula K 1 K 2 L 1 α, since it is true at all the worlds in the model and therefore no world is deleted from the model after the announcement of the formula. We extend the counter-model presented earlier so that it makes K 1 K 2 L 1 α unsuccessful. We give an example of a formula L 1 K 2 K 3 L 1 α, beginning with an L operator, which would have been classified as a KL-simple single term formula earlier and therefore unsuccessful, but in the compound case, it is successful. This further motivates the need for a separate characterization result for the compound case.
Proof. The proof of this proposition is similar to proposition 3.5 and uses the idea that all the worlds make the formula true and are therefore contained in the sub-model.
We can use the same argument as in the proof of proposition 3.5 to show that M,
Characterization of L mterm
In this section we present characterization results for the formulas in L mterm which includes Boolean combinations of simple single term formulas. We know from Section 3.1 that the KLsimple single term formulas are unsuccessful formulas. The proposition below generalizes the result to any number of Boolean conjunctions of unsuccessful formulas. Proof. We showed in proposition 3.2 that KL-simple single term formulas are unsuccessful. It is easy to see that a conjunction of two simple single term KL formulas will be unsuccessful. The counter-model for the conjunction will be the model which consists of the counter-models for each of the individual unsuccessful formulas sharing the real world as the common world. Since we are in the simple single term case, this counter-model is sufficient since φ and ψ share no common epistemic operators and therefore the two counter-models corresponding to them will have no interaction.
The conjunction of a successful and an unsuccessful formula is unsuccessful as expected. Proof. In order to show that φ ∧ ψ is unsuccessful at a world w ∈ W , we use the counter-model starting at w for proving that ψ is unsuccessful and make φ true w. This is possible as long as the non epistemic parts of φ and ψ don't depend on one another.
The analysis of conjunction of two successful formulas is more complicated and involves a number of cases and their success or failure depends on the non-epistemic parts of the formula. Recalling from Section 3.1, any simple single term successful formula is of the form α, Kα, Lα, LKα, where K and L are series of K and L epistemic operators corresponding to different agents having at least 2 epistemic operators 1 , and α is a propositional formula. Proof. The proof for 1 is trivial since we know from Theorem 2.1 that universal formulas are preserved under sub-models.
For 2, if we assume α → β, then proving α ∧ Lβ is successful is easy. To see why assume M, w |= α ∧ Lβ. Since, α is a propositional formula it will be preserved in every sub-model M ⊆ M and therefore in particular, M | α∧Lβ , w |= α. But, α → β and the frame is reflexive so we have M | α∧Lβ , w |= α ∧ Lβ. The converse direction can be proved using a contrapositive argument. Suppose α β, we can construct a counter-model to
unsuccessful in the following way. Let w 1 R 1 w 2 R 2 . . . w n R n w n+1 be a set of related worlds. We make α true at only w 1 and false at all other worlds and β true only at w n+1 . After the announcement of α ∧ Lβ, only the world w 1 will remain in the sub-model making the formula α ∧ Lβ false at w 1 . For 3, we can construct a counter-model in the same way as above. Assume, M 1 |= α∧ LKβ. We have LK = L 1 . . . L m K m+1 . . . K n . So, there exists a chain of related worlds, w 1 R 1 w 2 R 2 . . . w n R n w n+1 such that M, w n+1 |= K m+1 . . . K n α. In order to have a counter-model, we make α true only at w 1 and false at all other worlds and β false at a w related to w. One can check that irrespective of α ↔ β, α ∧ LKβ is unsuccessful.
We leave the proof of 4, which is similar to 2, and of 5 which is similar to 2 to the reader.
Other results
The following section is a mixed bag of auxiliary results relating to successful formulas which might come in handy for further analysis of different classes. The following theorem relates to the class of successful and super-successful formulas.
Theorem 5.1. The following class of S5-PAL formulas are truth-preserved under super-models:
Proof. We prove the above result by induction on the complexity of the formula φ. Consider the case, φ = p and assume M, w |= φ . We know that the truth of a propositional formula is local, that is, depends only on the current state, so any super-model of M will contain w and hence the statement is true for any propositional formula. The above result implies that if any successful formula belongs to this class, it must be supersuccessful, as M, w |= φ ⇒ M | φ , w |= φ and by the above formula any M such that M | φ ⊆ M , and M , w |= φ.
We have seen that the class of self-refuting formulas is another class of formulas other than successful formulas which are interesting.
Definition 5.1 (Self-refuting formulas). A formula is self-refuting iff [φ]¬φ is valid.
The following theorem links the two classes of formulas.
Theorem 5.2.
A formula in S5-PAL is a contradiction iff it is both successful and self-refuting.
Proof. It trivially follows from the definition, that a contradiction is both successful and self refuting. For the converse, suppose φ is both successful and self-refuting. Then [φ]φ and [φ]¬φ are valid. Suppose for a given pointed model (M, w), if we have M, w |= φ then M | φ , w |= φ and M | φ , w |= φ, which is a contradiction to our initial assumption. Therefore, M, w φ which shows φ is a contradiction.
In [6] , it has been shown that successful formulas are not closed under disjunction for the single agent case. We have a result along similar lines for the closure under L operator. Proof.
is not, the proof of which is given by the counter-model in the appendix.
One can see that the work we have presented in this paper opens up new directions to be explored. We list a few questions answering which, may help to give a complete characterization. We have seen in Section 3.2 that the characterization for the compound single term formulas is quite involved and does not follow as a generalization of the simple single term formulas. We have some preliminary results regarding their characterization which we have not presented in this paper. The idea is to have additional conditions on KL and LK simple single term formulas which allows us to have their complete characterization. We don't have any results on the compound multiple term formulas involving boolean connectives, which would be interesting to look into.
We have seen that the multiple agent scenario is complicated even for single terms as opposed to single agent case, where single terms are always successful. Recursively combining the single terms using conjunction or disjunction and then binding the whole formula within an epistemic operator may result in formulas of increasing complexity. The way out may be finding a "normal form" in which the formula can be expressed in an equivalent conjunctive normal form (c.n.f.) or disjunctive normal form (d.n.f.). Alternatively, as a weaker attempt, we may be able to find a class of formulas which in spite of not being logically equivalent, can only be successful iff the original formula is successful. We believe that such a reduction algorithm would be of great help in avoiding the complex cases arising out of Boolean combinations of formulas. In a nutshell, a possible way of approaching the task of syntactic characterization could be:
1. Finding a normal form of the formulas which preferably are in c.n.f or d.n.f of single-term formulas 2. Propose a way to classify the formulas thus obtained from 1.
Our classification above proceeds in direction of achieving 2. Combining the ideas and results, and those in [6] for single-agent classification, we might be able to achieve 2. But whether 1 holds or not is something which is unknown to us at this stage and may be very important with respect to the difficulty of solving the problem of characterizing successful formulas in PAL.
